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When the school got the
call asking if we would host
Blossoms in school to film
their new music video on
7th July, we were more than
happy to agree. Even better,
they wanted to feature some
of our students.
The video was for How Long Will This Last?,
which is from the band’s second album,
Cool Like You, and has a Back to the Future
theme, with the current band running into
their “1980s selves”, with other students
featuring in the background at the prom.
Mr Whitehead, Mrs Tankard and Mrs Stone,
in particular, spent a lot of time organising
the school’s side of the preparation. Why
were staff so pleased about Blossoms
coming to the school? Well, many staff
remembered teaching Tom, Joe and Josh
and have been following, and proud of,
their growing success.
Their recent Manchester tour date (at
Victoria Warehouse) was sold out within
a couple of hours; their live appearances
at festivals like Glastonbury and abroad
have received very positive reviews; they
have received numerous nominations for
awards for the last few years; their music
has received favourable reviews from music
critics and fans alike; both albums have
reached number 1 in various charts; they
are undeniably one of the most successful
Stockport “products” out there.

www.stockportschool.net
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Going Back in Time
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When students leave us in Y11, what we want most for them is happiness and success – which
can sometimes, but not always, be the same thing. Happiness and success are not always the
same for each person, either: most students do not end up famous (and fame does not always equal
happiness), but are still successful or happy because they have a job that they love, a family to
care for or enjoy their hobbies or social life. We don’t usually get to see how students end up as
adults, or get to follow their careers, in the way that we have been able to so publicly with Blossoms.
Equally, students from the school (and local area) have followed the lads’ success with interest
and pride. Stockport isn’t renowned for the number of celebrities it produces; also, their success
has been something of an inspiration to students who are able to relate to them more than other
bands because of their background.
It was vital to keep the number of people who
knew about the filming to as few people as
possible so that they could film uninterrupted
and to avoid details being leaked before the
video was released. However, I knew that
students would be interested in all the details
afterwards, so asked the band the week before
filming if I could interview them on the day,
which they kindly agreed to. I asked staff and
students who already knew about the filming
and were taking part for some questions that
they would like the band to answer.
Equipment started arriving the day before the
filming and, before long, huge curtains were
shielding the hall corridor from view and the
science, graphics, psychology, technology and
sociology classrooms were being transformed
into green rooms, catering areas and
equipment stores. The drama studio was to be
used for wardrobe, hair and make-up. More
excitingly, the school hall was being converted
into a dazzling 80s prom location. When I
got to school at 7.30am on the day of filming,
students and crew were already extremely
busy. Students were busy trying on outfits and
shoes and very excited about what was ahead,
despite the early hour. Mrs Stone, Mr Murphy
and Mr Chantler (retired PE teacher) were also
due to appear in the video and came to say
hello to the band. There were other ex-students
involved too – Kyle Ross, also a musician in the
band Fuzzy Sun (who supported Blossoms on
their recent tour), who appears in the video,
and also Charlie Watts, who directed the video.
During one of the longer breaks in filming, Mr
Murphy and I spent over an hour interviewing
Joe and Tom, with some further time spent with
Josh too, and it was great to hear about their
experiences and views on a range of different
topics – see page 6 for an extract from the full
interview, which can be found on our website.
We call it an interview, but it felt more like a
relaxed conversation with some ex-students –
they may well know Noel Gallagher now, but
we remember them as 11 year olds!
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All members of the band were really friendly
to any student or member of staff that they
encountered; Ella Smith even played part
of one of her songs to them and received
compliments in response, which was an
unexpected bonus!
The students soon realised that filming was
less glamour and more waiting around than
they had anticipated, and they did incredibly
well in terms of being patient and persevering,
even though the girls in very high heels did
take a while to get feeling back in their feet
during each break! Numerous students
commented that they were seeing the reality
of how much hard work and time was put in
for something that would only end up being
a few minutes long; however, they were all
intrigued by how the whole day was put
together and how much organisation and
precision it took. Students ended up staying
at school hours after the other students had
gone home, and were treated to a huge
Domino’ s order by the producers as a result,
which was very much appreciated after the
long, hot and tiring day!

Spare a thought for the band and film crew
though…they missed most of the England v
Columbia World Cup match and were there
until well after it got dark, filming with the
DeLorean (time machine car), which some
staff and students had already had a sneaky
photo opportunity with!
I think everyone who has watched the video
(which was released in August) will have liked
the storyline within it, and Stockport School
staff, students and parents will have also
enjoyed spotting people and places in the
school that they know.
What was probably even better was knowing
that the band haven’t forgotten their roots;
they’re still the same genuinely interesting,
creative and nice people that they were at
school, just with more confidence (and bettertravelled and more famous!). Linking back to
what I said about happiness and success at
the start, it was fantastic to confirm that they
have worked hard for their success and they
have earned it; they are openly enjoying what
they do and have a real confidence in the
direction that they are heading in. Josh, Tom
and Joe talked about their experiences at
school with sincere affection and
believe that it has helped
shape them into who they
are as adults, especially
because of the creativity
that the school has always
encouraged in all areas
of the arts.
Miss R Holt
There are many reasons for
Stockport, and for Stockport School,
to be proud of our link to Blossoms.
We also enjoyed welcoming them
back to our Achievement Evening
at the Town Hall in September
(see article on page 3) and look
forward to watching as they continue
to be successful in their careers.

Stockport School
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ACHIEVEMENT
EVENING 2018
On Thursday 27th September, we held our annual Achievement
Evening for the academic year 2017 – 2018 at Stockport Town Hall.
Students and staff were absolutely
thrilled that three of our former
students, now better known as
three fifths of the indie pop band
Blossoms, came to share the
celebrations. It was a pleasure to
see them receive momentos of their
days at Stockport School, presented
by Mr Murphy, and we were delighted
to hear how much they appreciate
the inspiration their teachers had
given them.
On behalf of the staff, Mrs Stone made a
humorous synopsis of their days at Stockport
School and a surprise flying visit from London
from Mrs Coulson (previous Director of Music)
then completed the tribute to the band with
her memories. We then enjoyed watching the
video of their latest hit single which was filmed
in the Main Hall at Stockport School featuring
some our current students.
Mrs Didcote introduced Nathan Kenworthy as
the first winner of the new Blossoming Talent
Award which will be an annual award as a
legacy to the success of our ex-students. The
worthy winner then gave us a stunning taste of
his musical ability with a short clarinet piece.
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Winners of awards came from different
categories. They were based on Achievement
(the highest Achievement point earners in
each year and House, Progress (how much
they had improved their grades or levels) and
Here to Learn, a combination of excellent
attendance, achievement and behaviour.
The MEN School in the Community Award
was presented. This had previously been
presented at the Manchester Evening News
Greater Manchester Schools Awards 2018 at
the Hilton Hotel for the outstanding links the
school has in the local community of which
we are incredibly proud. It was lovely to see
our successful ex Year 11 students come to
receive awards for outstanding achievement,
effort or progress in their individual GCSE
subjects and an opportunity to find out
how they were getting on in colleges or
apprenticeships.
We enjoyed an extract from this years’
production of A Little Shop of Horrors, a
delightful musical performance of an Ed
Sheeran hit from Joel Harrison, and a moving
display of dance from a group of talented
Year 11 girls.

The new Head Boy, Shayne Adie, and Head
Girl, Millie Hughes, took the baton from last
year’s Head Girl and said a few words about
how they saw their roles developing over the
next 12 months.
Yellow House were presented with the House
Cup for the second time – come on Blue, Red,
Green and Orange: next year can’t be a third!!
Once again, it was a celebratory evening in a
prestigious setting and we were very proud
of all students who won awards. I would also
like to thank all the performers for making the
event so varied and enjoyable.
Mrs N Trbojevic
Assistant Headteacher

Stockport School
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The
Interview

The questions that staff and students put
forward to be asked were mostly about
happiest memories of school, what they
learned at school, how they got to where they
are now and what they feel about their current
and future careers.
For Joe and Tom, the strength of the drama
department led to some of their happiest
times. Tom’s favourite teacher was Mrs
Stone, and he remembers taking part in the
numerous musicals (Westside Story, Bugsy,
Oklahoma and Sweeney Todd, where he
played the lead role) as his favourite thing
about school. He says now that some aspects
– rehearsing, developing a stage persona
– are similar to gigs – apparently, it was like
doing the Albert Hall!
Far from looking back on school
as irrelevant, Tom said that “I felt
personally, being quite creative, I was
able to flourish and I was encouraged
to do it, I wasn’t like told ‘you can’t
do that’…everyone who was involved
loved it”.
He remembered Mrs Coulson, the then
director of music, as inspiring him to write
and perform through his music GCSE class
too, and this encouragement built his musical
confidence . Joe felt that he always had
confidence at school, saying, “I was always
cocky and chatty!”, but Tom felt that he didn’t
initially have as much confidence as he does
now, “but then I did the plays and I could just
be someone different and it’s kind of like what
I am on stage. I don’t feel like I’m the same
when I’m just knocking about.”

Seeing previous students as adults is
always interesting because you have
two things in your head at the same
time: who they were and who they
are now. Mr Murphy and I caught up
with Joe, Tom and Josh in between
their filming commitments and spoke
to them about the topics that staff
and students had asked me to ask
questions about. In many ways, they
(as people) haven’t changed much
at all, but obviously their lives have
changed completely since school.
We started off with us being insistent
that they were allowed to call us by
our first names now that they had a)
left school and b) become adults with
careers and everything! This did take
a little persuasion, but we eventually
got there…
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Josh, too, felt that the creative focus of the
school was a real strength of his time with
us, feeling that creative arts “crossed over
into any subject, really, when I was here,
you know, being able to make films or make
songs for things, I did it for English, you
weren’t stuck with the tools for subjects, so
you’re not just writing stuff down, if it was
more effective to make a film about it, you
were totally allowed to do that and go ‘offpiste’, if you know what I mean.”
For Tom, his songwriting and ability to perform
on stage are things that he can link back to
his time in lessons and school productions:
“English Literature, I got an A. That’s helped
me with writing songs, subconsciously…
storytelling, stuff like that…It must have
helped me but I wouldn’t have realised it at
the time. I always enjoyed, looking back,
when we did poetry. I remember the books
and stuff and we did John Cooper Clarke
poems and stuff like that Mr Clifford. And
then obviously music for me, like writing
songs. I started learning the piano - I write
a lot on the piano - and then I learned the
guitar because I took music…I couldn’t play
the guitar until year 10. Most of the things I
learned at school have genuinely helped me
and like the confidence in terms of the acting
side of things because I would never have

thought to sing but, because I took the plays,
and they were musicals, the parts, because
I was looking to get bigger parts so they
were like, right, you’ve got to sing. I couldn’t
actually sing at the time, I’d never even sung,
so I never knew how to…I never even sung
at home. I was dead shy, do you know what I
mean? But then I was into this acting thing, so
I just had to sing. I weren’t great, when I look
back, it’s like…and I didn’t develop until I was
like in Year 11…In Sweeney Todd, it was like,
you’ve got to sing on your own, you’ve got to
sing these songs, that was scary.”
Tom and Joe also liked the sporting and
social aspects of school, but, now as adults,
had some insight on the social pressures that
are fairly unique to the teenage years, with
Tom reflecting that “that’s the hardest thing at
school, you feel like you’re constantly trying
to impress people and actually you never
have to. You look at someone like Josh, he’s
never ever done that once in his life and he’s
actually fine”; he went on to say that bending
to pressure “causes more pain to people who
actually try to fit in and not be who they are”.
Joe, too, felt that a lot of what you learn
at school is outside the classroom:
“I think it’s the stuff that you don’t
necessarily learn in lessons…it’s
the other things, do you know what
I mean? It’s like all the social things
and like you were saying the social
environment…even like listening to
simple instructions…even when you
become an adult, them things are the
only things that are passed on.”
Although they have ended up with musical
success, and are predicted to continue to do
so, it wasn’t necessarily always the plan. For
Joe, his yearbook page from 2009 implied
that he was considering a career in hockey;
his future career wasn’t always clear-cut, and
he was wary of having only one plan: “me,
personally, in school, I never knew…I was into
sport and I was like, ‘what do I do?’ I had no
clear thing in my head that I was like...
I always wanted to be in a band but it’s one
of them things, isn’t it? It doesn’t happen
every day of the week and it doesn’t happen
to everyone. You’ve always got have what
they call a realistic option. I never ever in
school, throughout it, once knew. My sister
(Katie Donovan, who also attended the
school until 2005), she was like, ‘I want to be
a hairdresser’ and she’s a hairdresser now.
Some people know…even you (to Tom), you
were like, ‘I want to go into film.’”
Tom agreed that he would have made or
edited film as an alternative career, and
felt that he didn’t always work as hard as
he could at the academic side of school,
admitting that “I was one of them who just did
the bare minimum, just to breeze through!”.
I pointed out that he still got good grades,
including two As, in English Lit and media,
and six other good passes, including music
and drama, but he felt that “I probably could
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have got better…I was always one of them,
you know, they were always like ‘ah, if he
applied himself…’”. However, he was already
spending a lot of time on writing music,
making short films with his best mate, Budjie
(Jordan Borrow) and, of course, acting in
school plays. Performing arts had therefore
already become a big priority in his life.
I asked how much of their success was
down to luck and how much to hard work,
and Tom’s work ethic, as well as that of his
bandmates, was evident; he felt that it was
“80/20. 80% hard work – you do need a bit of
luck, like we met the right manager at the right
time who could open the right doors and put
us on these stages, but obviously we were
ready. A lot of bands get the opportunity but
they don’t have the tunes to back it up and
fade away, but we felt like we were ready for
the opportunity. We got the opportunity but
we put in… we rehearsed 5 nights a week and
wrote like hundreds of songs leading up to
that point. I started writing songs when I was
14 and still at school. When everyone else
had girlfriends and stuff, I didn’t, I was
at home writing songs.”
Joe agreed. “Every single night for
years, every single weekday, we were
rehearsing”.

There had been some hard decisions to make
on the way to committing to the band full
time; initially, they had been working full-time
as well as daily band rehearsals. Joe had
already become an apprentice tailor, telling us
that he “loved it, yeah. I thought that was it, I
thought that was going to be my job for life,
then I quit one day. I was driving to work and I
had Radio X on and they played us, and I just
there and then I just walked in and went, ‘I’m
leaving’. It’s one of those things that you say
you’d always love to do, and I just thought I’m
doing it!” It was definitely a risk, but it felt like
one of those watershed moments, with Joe
recognising that “being played on drive time,
that’s massive, isn’t it? And our tune’s being
played and I’m thinking, ‘I could be pushing
this’… that’s the hardest thing about being in
a bad, that first initial stage, I think.”

Tom agreed, saying that the decision had to
involve everyone, including family: “it’s the
first time you start getting income and your
mum and dad are starting to depend on you
being independent”. However, their families
were supportive of the band taking the risk to
commit solely to the band, with Joe saying
that his parents were fully behind his decision,
although some friends were a bit cynical and
didn’t take it seriously until they achieved
chart success!
That success wasn’t instantaneous, though,
as Joe acknowledged: “Like anything, any
desirable job….that jump’s pretty hard” and
that it felt like it took a long time. Tom agreed:
“it was like a year of doing the gigs but having
zero money, but before then, we’d had part
time jobs, so you’d have your £300 a month
to go out and at least afford something but
that year from getting a record…like quitting
our jobs and just being in the band was
like September 2014 ,then we got signed
in August 2015, so all that time, we made
no money…luckily, our parents helped us
out a bit. We put ourselves out there, did
a lot of gigs in the early days, put stuff on
ourselves, generated a buzz, made the videos
ourselves.”
Josh is a few years younger than the
rest of the band and was in his last
year at school when he started up with
them. “I’d been in a band before so
I’d always wanted to do that. I never
really had any particular direction
because I was so young. You don’t
necessarily know when you’re in high
school exactly what you want to do.”
He was very academically successful at
school, achieving 11 good GCSE passes,
including As in French, English Lit, music
and art; he especially enjoyed the creative
subjects: “ I was really big on graphic design
here and did a little bit of that at college”
and he credits Mrs Lord, his form tutor, for
encouraging and developing this: “she really
encouraged it all, she didn’t just encourage
that creativity, it was all musically too and,
I remember once the forms had to make a
film for assembly. Mrs Lord was just like, ‘do
it!’ She just put all that trust in us…we got
a lot of laughs!” He was in his first year at
Aquinas College when the time came to make
the decision about committing to Blossoms
completely.
Tom joked that “by the time the band had
took off and we had a manager and stuff,
Josh was still only sixteen. We kind of ruined
them later years!” and Josh remembers that “I
used to have to get my parents to sign these
legal forms on my behalf because I wasn’t 18
yet, all these contracts and things. I think I’d
turned 18 by the time we got signed.”
Joe recalls that the decision felt
inevitable in many ways. “I suppose,
with you, it was like you had no
other option, because we were all so

focused, like I say, we’d all given up
our jobs. It feels weird to say, because
obviously it was a massive gamble,
but it didn’t really feel like it at the
time, it just felt like it was going to
happen, do you know what I mean?
There was no denying it.”
Josh felt that Joe was a major influence on
that decision: “You said to me, Joe, you took
me to one side, didn’t you, because I’m like
an anxious guy…I remember I was in two
bands at the time with my school mates,
obviously they’re like close mates, and Tom,
you were in the same situation with your old
band, it does put you under a lot of pressure.
We all knew, this was going to happen. It was
different to other bands we’d been in.
I remember Joe was like, ‘you’re really going
to have to be devoted to this’. From then it
was just, I knew anyway having been put like
that…and then literally we haven’t stopped
since then.”

We asked about the idea behind coming back
to school to film the video, but Tom said “we
can’t take credit for that. Charlie Watts, who
is an ex-pupil, he’s the director of this music
video, and he came up with the idea. Then in
his pitch, he was like, ‘we’ll do it at Stockport
School’, and obviously we were more than up
for that idea, and the hall does genuinely suit
creating an 80s scene”. Joe recalls the hall
being a scene for less happy memories while
at school, feeling that “you don’t appreciate it
when you’re sat in assemblies but the hall is
class, the building is amazing. When you’re
there, you’re just like ‘ohhh, school’. I just
associated it with exams”. This led on to the
band asking if “the institution”, Miss Pyrah
( the legendary director of examinations from
their time in school) was still here, and being
pleased that she still did some invigilation,
despite having retired. The band all felt the
school was a great setting (and, having now
seen the video, I think most people would
definitely agree).
by Miss R Holt

See website for
full interview!
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Attendance Matters!
A key priority as a school
is attendance; if students
are not here, they are not
learning, and this has a
massive impact on how
well they do at school.
Well done to some of our top attenders – we
reward those who have 100% attendance
and also those who make significant
improvements. Pictured here are some of our
100% attendance winners!

Interhouse
competitions
The race is still on to see
who can beat Yellow House this year!
Houses have taken part in various competitions, including sport,
cooking and music activities. They are also earning house points for
having the right equipment and uniform, as well as their attitude and
effort in lessons. Who will be victorious this year?!

Children in Need
Bake Off
In November, staff and students combined to raise
money for Children in Need with a cake sale/ bake
off competition. The houses won points as follows.
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1st Yellow
2nd Red
=3rd Orange
=3rd Blue
=3rd Green

Debate Day!

Stockport School

We are keen to have students help
shape the school and have their views
listened to. We also want students to
develop their speaking skills and their
confidence.
With this in mind, as well as the regular student voice activities that
occur in school, we have established a monthly Debate Day. The last
topic was “Is technology ruining our lives?”. The debate was chaired
by Mace Maynard; key speakers were: Harley Pine, Faith Oliver, Alex
Davies and Cameron Jenner. Students from all year groups turned up
to watch the debate and ask questions. At the final vote, it was agreed
that technology is ruining our lives!
The next debate will be in January and the topic is “Doe school uniform
crush our individuality?” – we hope to see interested students there!
Miss Hatton, Miss Holt and Mr Wilkinson

The Intergenerational
Dementia Choir
The Intergenerational Dementia
Choir were out on 10th December
entertaining adults living with
Dementia at the Borough Tea Dance
(Offerton Community Centre). They
performed a medley of Carols and
various Christmas pieces bringing
festive fun! Well done to all involved.

Year 7

Superstar
Celebration

On 14th December, all Y7s who
had received at least 3 outstanding
Attitude to Learning (AtL) scores,
with no Requires Improvement or
Inadequate scores, were invited to
an afternoon celebration with
Mr Williamson and Mrs Clarkson.
There were almost 100 students and they enjoyed a well-earned
feast and time with their friends, singing along to Christmas songs.
Well done!
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Italy Trip July 2018
The Music Department set off on 16th July for their long awaited music tour to
Italy. The aims of the trip were to experience the life of a professional touring
musician through performing in three concerts near to Lake Garda and Verona
as well as being introduced to Italian culture.
Travelling by coach, the first job was to
load up the trailer with all the instruments,
amplifiers, leads, PA systems and much
more before they could set off on their 32
hour journey. The journey included a ferry
trip from Dover to Calais before travelling
through France, Germany, Luxembourg and
Switzerland. Many films and scenic mountain
passes later, the students and staff arrived
in Italy and booked into their hotel between
Verona and Lake Garda. Although tired, the
40 students and 5 staff couldn’t believe the
beautiful setting and enjoyed a much needed
dip in the hotel pool!
On day 2 students visited the village of
Malcesine on Lake Garda and performed their
first concert on the shore of Lake Garda in a
mini amphitheatre within the village of Garda.
The spectacular city of Venice was the next
stop for day 3 where students travelled in by
water taxi and visited sites such as St Mark’s
Square and the Rialto Bridge. The rest of the
trip included visiting the area of Verona where
pupils visited the amphitheatre arena and
Juliet’s Balcony.
The second concert was held in a Care
Home in Verona which specialised in care for
patients with Alzheimer’s. The residents were
delighted with the repertoire and one lady
came outside to wave the coach off with tears
of joy in her eyes at what she had heard.
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The final concert was held in the village of
Pastrengo where all the local residents came
out to enjoy an open air concert outside their
town hall as part of their Jazz and Pop festival.
As the storm clouds rolled in, the students
were able to complete their last piece and
pack up before the first lightning bolts and rain
drops arrived!
The repertoire for each concert consisted
of performances from the School Concert
Band, the School Choir, two Rock Bands and
a variety of soloists including Nina Young,
Joel Harrison, Isobel Cunningham, Rafael
Buncaras, Ella Smith, Finlay Johnson and
Grace Hollingsworth.

The trip was a huge success where students
made life-long friends across different age
ranges. They developed many life skills on the
trip as well as learning a little about the Italian
culture and language. Most importantly, they
had great fun coming together to perform the
universal language of music to brand new
audiences. A big thank you to Mr Sunderland
for all his work helping to co-ordinate the
concerts and to all the staff who helped out on
the trip (Mrs O’Brien, Mr Forbes and Ms Kelly).
Along with the amazing support from parents
and carers, we couldn’t have done it without
you all. Where to next?!
Mrs Didcote

LITTLE SHOP
OF TALENT!

Stockport School
Our school show this October
was Little Shop of Horrors,
the story of a plant that will
only eat human flesh and his
love-struck owner - yes, a
musical horror-comedy!

We were treated to stellar performances
from our cast, in singing, dancing, comedy,
puppetry and acting. It was a fascinating show,
with lots of surprises and comic moments;
Maisie Dodd, Mace Maynard, Frank Baker,
Cameron Jenner, Ellie Stewart and Erin
O’Sullivan shone in the lead roles, with Corin
Allen voicing the plant, supported by Jack
Gilbertson, Harley Pine and Anthony VickersJackson. It also featured amazing puppets,
large enough to consume a human whole. The
tech team and live band were also superb.
We had a raffle each night, a licensed bar
(“Mushnik’s Bar”) for adults, a chocolate
tombola, refreshments and a very special stall
with hand-knitted Audrey 2 plants made by our
very own Mrs Lord. The last night of the show
was fancy dress for the audience.
As ever, this superb show demonstrated how
well our staff, students and local community
work as a team to achieve something very
special. We look forward to next year’s show!

ollection
Harvest Food Bank C
Thanks to all the students in year 7,
and their families, who donated to
our Harvest collection for Chelwood
Foodbank plus. The staff at the
charity were delighted with all the
donations we delivered to them at
the start of October.
Pictured below are 4 students from 7 Da
Vinci, which was the form that collected the
most goods for the charity. 7 Picasso were
in second place, and 7 Monet in third.
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Prom and Leavers
We were sad to say goodbye
to our Y11s in the
summer, but they had a nigh
t to remember at
their Prom after an emotion
al Leavers’ Assembly,
which included staff saying
goodbye on video
accompanied by Rihanna’s
Farewell. After
signing shirts in the quad und
er a beautiful blue
sky, they went away to get rea
dy and came back
looking about five years olde
r. Staff and students
enjoyed an amazing evening
of fun, music and
photos before it was time to
say goodbye until
results day in August!
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Red House Charity:
Chelwood Food Bank
On Wednesday 18 July, the Year 9 Red House Ambassadors visited Chelwood
Foodbank Plus, our house charity this year. They took a lot of items that had
been donated by staff and students, and a cheque for £139.45.
This amount had largely been raised by a cake sale and the end of
year carnival. The ambassadors had a tour, sorted and organised the
donations and had a question and answer session about the food
bank. It was revealing to learn how the food parcels are put together
to help people through times of short-term need. The students were
praised for their efficiency and professionalism while there and look
forward to promoting the organisation next year! Thank you to all those
who have contributed throughout the year.
Students involved:
Ben Baker
Tia Collins
Olivia Dumureau
Caitlin Gregory
Megan Gurbutt
Mace Maynard

MUSIC DEPARTMENT
The Music Department really enjoyed visiting Great Moor Infant
School and then entertaining family and friends at the summer
concert at school in July! We had some amazing solo performances
and also some group ensembles which prepared us well for Italy.

NEWS
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Knowledge
is power
We are on a constant mission to improve our
students’ life chances and know that reading is
key to this. We invest a lot of time and money in
encouraging and supporting students so that
their reading improves.
Students in Years 7-9 have taken 3,211
Accelerated Reader quizzes this term. They
have also passed 2,554 quizzes and read a
total of 77,063,986 words.
What is AR?
Accelerated Reader (AR) is a resource
specially designed to support developing
independent reading. This is used in Years 7-9
at Stockport School.

We run a number of reading intervention
activities, including one-to-one reading
sessions with Teaching Assistants, one-to-one
and groups sessions with specialist teachers
and one-to-one peer reading sessions (where
Y7-9 students read with an older mentor from
Y10 or Y11, or a Y12 or Y13 from Aquinas
College). Students also read during form time
and English lessons.
Our top readers this term:
• Year 7
Grace Whitworth
• Year 8
Ryan Bones
• Year 9
Georgia Atkins
Accelerated Reader – making millionaires
Since our last edition of the Stock Press,
we have continued reading and quizzing and
the Y7s have made a great start! Students
receive badges, certificates, vouchers and
other prizes.
Students who have reached their
million words since September:
• Ryan Bones
• Lucy Adams
• Grace Whitworth
• Angelina Rockett
• Siobhan Toal
Well done!
Georgia Atkins and Joshua Murdoch are
nearly there and will probably have reached
a million by the time this goes to press!

penpal project
The intergenerational community penpal project
continues… Dorothy brought the next batch of Pen
Pal letters to our Year 8s, Trevelle and George,
in December. We are incredibly thankful to
partner with @careinstockport on this wonderful
intergenerational community project!
14
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How can I support AR
(and my child’s reading)?
Encouraging your child to read widely, and
independently, is one of the best things you
can do to support their academic progress.
It impacts on his or her ability to perform in
every subject. Over this academic year, we
have had great success with the majority
of students – some improving their reading
age by over three years! Make sure your
son/daughter reads regularly each day – at
least 45 minutes is recommended to make
maximum progress, but we ask for a minimum
of 20 minutes. Encourage them to talk about
what they are reading, and try a wide variety
of authors/genres. Year 10s and 11s should
read too, even without AR/ quizzes. Reading
is the key to knowledge, exam success and
brain power!

Stockport School

Mission Christmas
Led by Mr Warren for many years, the school is
committed to helping children and families who are
short of money to enjoy a Christmas celebration.
We have continued to support Mission Christmas
this year, and Mr Warren’s office, in mid-December,
already includes many donations and is nicknamed
Warren’s Grotto!
Additionally, for the past four years, Stockport
School staff and students, along with
Ceracycloan staff, have worked together
around Christmas time to donate Christmas
presents to children and young people who
are expected not to receive any Christmas
presents.
This is facilitated through the Hits Radio
Christmas Appeal by students and staff from
Stockport School and Ceracycloan working
hard to form a pool of presents ready for
donation.

Ceracycloan, a “Local Social Enterprise”,
has been awarded “The Queen’s Award for
Voluntary Services”.
Stockport School promotes cycling as an
active travel to and from school and actively
promotes cycle safety and on-site cycle
security such as using locks.
Ceracycloan has worked productively with
Stockport School on Mission Christmas for
4 years and it’s a relationship we hope to
continue and build upon.

Remembrance Day
The school held a two minute silence
on 9th November to commemorate
Remembrance Day. Some students
attended in their cadet uniforms and
the whole school fell silent to listen
to The Last Post being played on the
main staircase. Lesson activities
took place around the school to help
students to realise how grateful we
should be to those who fought for us
and our freedom.

Young Mathematicians
A massive well done to our amazing
Year 7 and 8 students who participated
in the Explore Learning Young
Mathematicians Award in Sale in
November. They competed to work in
teams and solve a new series of maths
problems.
15
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Yellow House

Triumph Again!

Led by Mrs McKeever and Mr Baldwin,
Yellow House received their second
consecutive House Cup win!
On the last day of term in July, the entire school attended the house
assembly in the Sports Hall to find out who had won the house
trophies; the winners were extremely happy, but everyone who had
taken part in house competitions or gained high numbers of house
points also felt proud of themselves.

to see
The challenge is on
n make it
if Yellow House ca
w…
a third year in a ro
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Speaking and Listening
competition and Spelling Bee
create a competitive buzz!
Our Annual Speaking and Listening competition was ably hosted by Miss
Hatton (whose love of the microphone, and cats, was made obvious to all!)
and judged by a panel of past and present staff and previous competition
winners. Fortnite, Freddo Bars, school uniform and racism were just some of
the topics presented to our audience of Y8 and staff.
The Spelling Bee also generated some team spirit and excitement; Mrs Cobb and Mrs Beckett
held the event in the Hall and Y7 students worked incredibly well to learn old and new spellings
and compete to get them right.

!
aticians
m
Marvellous Mathe
Year 10 students visited the University of
Manchester in July for a series of mathematics
workshops, lectures and an inter-school Dragon
Maths competition.
All the students were incredibly well behaved and represented the school well. The highlight
for many was the competition, where 10 schools were split into teams of four for a series
of very tough maths and logic questions. On the winning team were our very own Matthew
Boylin (11Pi) and Alfie Ward (11Es)! Other students involved were: Isaac Cunningham, Caitlin
Mulhern, Jessica Platt, Sophie Stores, Chloe Stores and Enya Sweeney.
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Tony Walsh Visits

School and Promotes
Pride in Our City
Tony Walsh, who performed This is the Place to an emotional
city just after the Manchester Arena attack, came into school
on Friday 6th July to work with some of our students who had
read his poem and created work inspired by it.
The English department held a competition for the best written and
artistic responses, organised by Mrs Cobb. CDL, our partner business,
arranged for Tony to come into school and meet the winners, as well as
working with some selected students in a workshop event.

He was so impressed by Nina Young’s artwork that he posted a picture
on Twitter! Some of the responses to his poem and workshop were
made into a permanent display.
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“The poet he
lps you see th
at the
people of Man
chester are a
group,
no matter if th
ere are differe
nces.
The point of th
e poem is to
empower the
people of Man
chester,
especially thos
e affected by
the
bombing. It m
akes me feel
proud to
come from M
anchester.”

“The whole point is to make
Manchester feel worthy of being a
place. The terrorists thought killing
people would turn people against
each other, whereas, in fact, it can
only make us stronger because
Manchester is the place to be. The
poem reflects on and celebrates how
strong Manchester is. It’s to celebrate
its history and its people and to
reflect back on the achievements that
the city has been through.”

“The point is
to make us fe
el proud
of where we’
ve come from
and to
give us streng
th after it.”
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“The point of
the poem is to
show
that our city
has a rich hist
ory, and
we Mancunian
s, through pe
rsistence,
have achieved
momentous th
ings
and made ge
nius things ha
ppen.
We’ve built th
e ground from
beneath
us, put the sh
oes on our fe
et. He
also shows th
at we never su
rrender
or suffer defe
at. The poem
achieves
this by showin
g the history
and the
momentous ac
hievements th
at we
have reached.
”
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Don’t just think outside of the box
Why not think like there is no box?

Welcome to the team behind
Paragon! Some of these guys have
worked with us for over 20 years and
collectively we have over 180 years
service. Each member has become
vital to the smooth operation of
the company and we are here to
support you.
Our team are on hand to provide a
complete design and print service.
Our existing client base is varied which
means we have plenty of experience
of working with many industries,
ensuring we meet your bespoke needs.
• Brochures
• Folders
• Leaflets
• Data Sheets
• Posters
• Newsletters
• Calendars
• Bespoke Direct Mail
• Business Stationery Sets
• Signage
• Exhibition Display Stands
• Customised Pens
Mugs and Bags

The Power of Marketing Through the Effective Use of Print
T: 0161 477 6645
E: hello@paragonprinting.co.uk
W: www.paragonprinting.co.uk

Stockport School
Mile End Lane Stockport, SK2 6BW
Telephone: 0161 483 3622
Fax: 0161 456 9452
www. stockport.school.net

Stockport Inclusion
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